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Positron emission tomography (PET) of glucose metabolism is often applied for the localization of epileptogenic brain
regions, but hypometabolic areas are often larger than or can miss epileptogenic cortex in nonlesional neocortical epi-
lepsy. The present study is a three-dimensional brain surface analysis designed to demonstrate the functional relation
between glucose PET abnormalities and epileptogenic cortical regions. Twelve young patients (mean age, 10.8 years) with
intractable epilepsy of neocortical origin underwent chronic intracranial electroencephalographic monitoring. The exact
location of the subdural electrodes was determined on high-resolution three-dimensional reconstructed magnetic reso-
nance imaging scan volumes. The electrodes were classified according to their locations over cortical areas, which were
defined as hypometabolic, normometabolic, or at the border between hypometabolic and normal cortex (metabolic “bor-
der zones”) based on interictal glucose PET. Electrodes with seizure onset were located over metabolic border zones
significantly more frequently than over hypometabolic or normometabolic regions. Seizure spread electrodes also more
frequently overlay metabolic border zones than hypometabolic regions. These findings suggest that cortical areas with
hypometabolism should be interpreted as regions mostly not involved in seizure activity, although epileptic activity
commonly occurs in the surrounding cortex. This feature of hypometabolic cortex is remarkably similar to that of
structural brain lesions surrounded by epileptogenic cortex. Cortical areas bordering hypometabolic regions can be
highly epileptogenic and should be carefully assessed in presurgical evaluations.
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In patients with intractable epilepsy without structural
brain lesions, the success of epilepsy surgery highly de-
pends on the accurate presurgical delineation of the
cortex responsible for generating epileptic seizures.
2-Deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose (FDG) positron emis-
sion tomography (PET) is widely used to define
epileptogenic cortical areas so as to replace or guide
intracranial electrode placement. It is now generally
accepted that focal areas of interictal glucose hypome-
tabolism correspond to seizure foci defined by means
of electroencephalography (EEG).1–5 Hypometabolic
areas are commonly larger than corresponding ictal
EEG abnormalities,6,7 and FDG-PET fails to detect
metabolic abnormalities consistent with epileptogenic
regions in 20 to 30% of patients with seizures of ex-
tratemporal origin.7–9

In a recent study of patients with extratemporal lobe
epilepsy, we were able to directly compare the three-
dimensional (3D) brain surface location of ictal seizure

onset and early spread as defined by invasive EEG
monitoring with cortical areas of abnormal glucose me-
tabolism and in vivo [11C]flumazenil binding.9 Sur-
prisingly, we found that FDG-PET not only missed
the seizure onset zone in some cases but also was not
sensitive in detecting areas of rapid seizure spread. In-
deed, the clinical usefulness of FDG-PET for locating
the precise epileptic focus in extratemporal lobe epi-
lepsy seemed to be modest. During the analysis of our
data, however, we frequently observed that electrodes
with ictal involvement were located close to areas ob-
jectively determined to be hypometabolic.

Based on this observation, we pursued an analysis in
which metabolic “border zones,” that is, cortical areas
at the border of a hypometabolic and normometabolic
region, were specifically addressed in terms of their
electrophysiological activity during seizures. We hy-
pothesized that border zones rather than sites within a
hypometabolic region may harbor the epileptic focus
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and areas receiving ictal propagation in neocortical ep-
ilepsy. This concept, if true, might explain previous
conflicting results and also could influence clinical in-
terpretation of FDG-PET abnormalities.

Subjects and Methods
Subjects
Twelve young patients (7 boys and 5 girls; mean age, 10.8
years; Table 1) were included in the study according to the
following inclusion criteria: (1) medically intractable epilepsy
of neocortical origin based on seizure semiology and ictal
EEG studies and (2) focal cortical areas of decreased glucose
metabolism on the interictal FDG-PET scan not associated
with focal cortical structural abnormalities on corresponding
high-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans. All
patients with temporal EEG foci underwent MRI volum-
etry10 showing normal hippocampal and amygdaloid vol-
umes. All patients subsequently underwent resective surgery
of the seizure focus, and histological assessment was used
to confirm the lack of a foreign tissue lesion or other ma-
jor structural abnormalities. Postoperative outcome (classes
I–IV) was determined according to the criteria of Engel and
co-workers.11 All studies were performed in accordance with
the regulations of the Human Investigation Committee at
Wayne State University.

Chronic Subdural EEG Monitoring and Analysis of
EEG Data
Subdural electrode placement was guided by the seizure
semiology, with the seizure onset area determined by scalp
ictal EEG and the location of FDG-PET abnormalities. In
the 12 patients, a total of 788 subdural electrodes were
placed covering the presumed epileptic cortex. The analysis
of intracranial EEG data was performed as described previ-
ously.9 In short, at least three (but typically .10) habitual
seizures were captured in every case and analyzed during in-

tracranial video-EEG monitoring. The electrodes were iden-
tified as follows: electrodes indicating seizure onset (defined
as a localized, sustained, rhythmic or semirhythmic, or spik-
ing EEG pattern with a frequency of .2 Hz, which was
visually distinguished from background activity and not at-
tributed to the state of arousal), electrodes involved in early
seizure spread (defined as an electrode involved in seizure
activity within 10 seconds of seizure onset), and electrodes
without early ictal involvement.

PET, MRI, and Radiographic Procedures
These were performed as described previously.9 PET studies
were performed as part of the clinical presurgical evaluation
using the EXACT/HR positron emission tomograph (CTI/
Siemens, Knoxville, TN) located at Children’s Hospital of
Michigan. This scanner generates 47 image planes with a
slice thickness of 3.125 mm. The reconstructed image in-
plane resolution obtained was 5.5 6 0.35 mm at full-width
at half maximum. All patients had interictal PET studies as
verified by EEG monitoring during the tracer uptake period.

All patients underwent a volumetric spoiled gradient
(SPGR) echo MRI scan (with 124 contiguous 1.5-mm thick
sections) before subdural grid placement. Three patients (Pa-
tients 1, 4, and 12) also underwent MRI with the intracra-
nial electrodes in place. Because the metal electrodes cause
local artifacts in the images, the position of individual elec-
trodes relative to the brain surface could be reliably deter-
mined in three orthogonal views of the MRI SPGR echo
sequence. The position of each subdural electrode in the 3D
view was then computed and displayed on top of the 3D
brain surface obtained from the original volumetric SPGR
echo sequence. In the remaining 9 patients, electrode posi-
tions were determined using a planar radiograph as described
previously.9,12 Three metallic fiducial markers were placed at
standard locations on the patient’s head, and a planar radio-
graphic image was acquired with the subdural electrodes in

Table 1. Clinical Data of the Patients

Patient No./
Sex/Age (yr) Seizure Type

Seizure
Onset

Seizure
Spread

FDG-PET
Hypometabolism

Interictal EEG during PET
and Location of
Epileptiform Activity

Postsurgical
Follow-Up/
Outcome

1/F/13 CP, GTC L F L F, T L F, T, P BiF (L.R), L T 17 mo/I
2/F/15 SP, CP R F R F, T R F, T, P R F-T 13 mo/IVa

3/M/6 sGTC R F R F, T, P R C, T, P R T 24 mo/II
4/F/2 SP L C L F L F, T, P No epileptiform activity 20 mo/IIIa

5/M/10 CP, GTC L C L F L F, T, P BiT-P 15 mo/I
6/M/16 CP R F R F, T R F, T, P R F-T 17 mo/I
7/M/19 SP, CP, GTC L T L F L F, T Generalized, L.R 16 mo/IIIa

8/M/18 SP, CP, GTC L T L T, F L T, F L T 11 mo/I
9/F/3.5 CP L T L F L T, P, F L T-F 8 mo/I

10/F/4.5 SP, CP L C L T L C L C 7 mo/I
11/M/4 CP, atonic

myoclonic
L T-P — L T-P, F L F-T; R P-T, O 13 mo/I

12/M/19 SP, GTC L F L T, P L F, T No epileptiform activity 23 mo/I

aEpileptogenic cortex could be incompletely resected because it partially involved eloquent cortex (motor or speech areas).

FDG 5 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose; PET 5 positron emission tomography; EEG 5 electroencephalography; F 5 female; M 5 male;
L 5 left; R 5 right; SP 5 simple partial seizures; CP 5 complex partial seizures; sGTC 5 secondarily generalized tonicoclonic seizures; F 5
frontal; T 5 temporal; P 5 parietal; O 5 occipital; C 5 central.
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place. The radiograph was then digitized, and the three fi-
ducial markers were identified on it as well as on the corre-
sponding 3D reconstructed MRI volume, using the 3D-Tool
software package.13 An iterative algorithm minimized the dif-
ferences between the two sets of coordinate triplets by ad-
justing the three Euler angles and the image zoom.9,12 As a
result, a cortical surface view was created, allowing the loca-
tion of electrodes to be directly defined on the MRI 3D
brain surface. The accuracy of the coregistration procedure
between the subdural EEG electrodes and the MRI volume
was reported to be 1.24 6 0.66 mm, with a maximal mis-
registration of 2.7 mm.12

PET/MRI Coregistration
PET and MRI SPGR echo volumes were coregistered as de-
scribed in detail previously,14 using MPI-Tool,15 a multipur-
pose 3D registration technique developed at the Max-Planck-
Institute in Cologne, Germany. The coregistration method is
highly interactive and is based on the simultaneous align-
ment of PET/MRI contours, which are exchanged in three
orthogonal cuts through the brain. This procedure does not
require external landmarks and can be used despite alter-
ations in normal brain anatomy. Validation studies15 showed
that misalignment was always smaller than the PET image
resolution, and the average displacement between PET and
MRI scans was reported to be less than 0.5 mm.15

Objective PET Image Analysis
The extent of regional cortical abnormalities of brain glucose
metabolism were identified using an objective method ap-
plied to all supratentorial planes of the PET studies.16 This
procedure allows the definition of abnormal cortical areas of
glucose metabolism based on asymmetry measures derived
from homotopic cortical areas according to a predefined cut-
off threshold. The smallest possible abnormality defined in
the PET images using our objective method to detect cortical
asymmetries consisted of at least three adjacent segments in
two consecutive planes yielding an area of about 1 cm2.

Cortical areas with greater than 10% relative hypometab-
olism were “marked” by assigning the two times of the max-
imum value in the data set. The cutoff threshold is consis-
tent with a normal mean asymmetry plus 1 SD as obtained
in normal groups of both children and adults.16 The marked
PET file was projected onto the brain surface automatically
segmented from MRI data by reverse-gradient fusion17 using
the 3D-Tool software package.13 This procedure resulted in
visualization of the cortical surface with marked color-
coded FDG-PET abnormalities and superimposed subdural
electrodes.

Determination of the Spatial Relation between
Subdural Electrodes and Glucose PET Abnormalities
All electrodes were classified as normometabolic, hypometa-
bolic, or border zone electrodes. Electrodes have a diameter
of 5 mm and overlie 37 pixels on the reconstructed brain
surface. Electrodes were classified as being hypo- or normo-
metabolic when at least 90% of their pixels, or 34 pixels per
electrode, were overlapping with a hypometabolic or normo-
metabolic area, respectively. Otherwise, they were classified
as being border zone electrodes (Fig 1). Furthermore, as a

special subgroup of normometabolic electrodes, we deter-
mined the location of all ictally involved (onset and spread)
normometabolic electrodes situated adjacent to border zone
electrodes. These electrodes as well as all ictally involved elec-
trodes adjacent to such electrodes were called “adjacent ictal”
electrodes. Together with border zone electrodes, they repre-
sented a group of electrodes bordering on but not included
in a hypometabolic area (see Fig 1).

Data Analysis
In each patient, the number of electrodes classified as hypo-
metabolic, normometabolic, or border zone was calculated.
The electrodes with seizure onset and seizure spread were
then counted in each metabolic group separately, and this
number was expressed as a percentage of the total number of
electrodes in that metabolic group. This provided a percent-
age of occurrence of electrodes involved in seizure onset or
spread for all three metabolic zones in each patient. Analysis
of variance was used to determine if the mean percentage of
ictal involvement (seizure onset, early spread) among elec-
trodes located over hypometabolic, normometabolic, or bor-
der zone cortical regions was significantly different. An un-
paired t test was used to determine if the occurrence of the

Fig 1. Schematic for classification of subdural grid electrodes
according to their spatial relation to the metabolic status of
the underlying cortex: electrodes located over an interictally
hypometabolic cortex (hypometabolic electrodes) (black circles);
electrodes overlapping the border of a hypometabolic and nor-
mometabolic cortex (metabolic border zone electrodes) (crossed
circles); and electrodes overlying normometabolic cortex (nor-
mometabolic electrodes without ictal involvement or with ictal
involvement [adjacent ictal electrodes]) (white circles). The
figure demonstrates that ictally involved (here, ictal onset) elec-
trodes overlying the metabolic border zone together with adja-
cent ictal electrodes represent a group of electrodes adjacent to
but not included in the hypometabolic region.
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onset and spread electrodes in a particular metabolic group
significantly differed. A probability value less than 0.05 was
considered to be significant.

Results
In the 12 patients, a total of 26 hypometabolic regions
were covered fully or partially by subdural electrodes.
All three types of metabolic classification of electrodes
occurred in 10 patients. None of the electrodes were
classified as hypometabolic in 2 cases, but several elec-
trodes overlay metabolic border zones in these patients.

Of a total of 788 electrodes analyzed, 235 (29.8%)
were ictally involved (including 90 with seizure onset
and 145 with early spread; Table 2). Such electrodes
occurred most frequently over metabolic border zones
(105 of 235 electrodes [44.7%]) or were identified as
adjacent ictal electrodes over normometabolic regions
(65 of 235 electrodes [27.6%]) (illustrated in 2 cases;
see Figs 2 and 3). Electrodes that did not show ictal
activity occurred mostly over normometabolic areas
(362 of 553 electrodes [65.5%]).

A summary of the occurrence of electrodes with sei-
zure onset and spread according to metabolic zones is
shown for each patient in Table 2. Ictal onset occurred
in electrodes overlying metabolic border zones signifi-
cantly more frequently than in electrodes overlying
hypo- or normometabolic regions (26 vs 8.9%, p 5
0.003; 26 vs 4.6%, p 5 0.0002, respectively). Early
seizure spread also occurred in electrodes overlying
metabolic border zones more often than in electrodes
overlying hypometabolic regions (26.2 vs 7.1%, p 5
0.013). The percentage of seizure spread electrodes

overlying normometabolic cortex was not significantly
different from that of the two other metabolic groups
(p 5 0.09 and p 5 0.32) (see Table 2).

Seizure spread occurred significantly more frequently
than seizure onset over normometabolic areas (14.5 vs
4.6%, p 5 0.0078), although the occurrence of seizure
onset and spread was similar over both hypometabolic
areas (8.9 vs 7.1%, p 5 0.80) and metabolic border
zones (26 vs 26.2%, p 5 0.97) (see Table 2).

All patients underwent resective surgery. Histopatho-
logical evaluation showed mild to moderate white
and/or gray matter gliosis in all patients. In addition,
intracellular glial inclusions were present in 2 cases,
and mild cortical dysgenesis was found in 1 case. A
seizure-free outcome (mean follow-up interval, 15.3 6
5.3 months; see Table 1) occurred in 8 (66.7%) pa-
tients. Class III (n 5 2) and class IV (n 5 1) outcomes
occurred in patients in whom the epileptic cortex as
defined by intracranial EEG could not be fully resected
because it involved eloquent cortex (motor areas in Pa-
tients 2 and 4 and speech area in Patient 7).

Discussion
Our study demonstrates that both seizure onset and
early spread preferentially involve the border zone of
hypometabolic and normometabolic cortex as well as
adjacent areas with normal interictal glucose metabo-
lism. In contrast, the most cortical areas with decreased
glucose metabolism proved to be not epileptogenic as
defined by intracranial EEG. This finding is at odds
with the generally accepted (but unproven) concept

Table 2. Occurrence of Ictal Onset and Early Spread (as defined by invasive electroencephalography) among Electrodes Overlying
Hypometabolic, Normometabolic, and Border Zone Areas

Patient No.
Total
Electrodes

Hypometabolic Border Zone Normometabolic

Total

Ictal

Total

Ictal

Total

Ictal

Onset Spread Onset Spread Onset Spread

1 68 8 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 8 1 (12.5%) 0 (0%) 52 1 (1.9%) 10 (19.2%)
2 52 23 2 (8.7%) 13 (56.5%) 21 4 (19%) 9 (42.9%) 8 0 (0%) 1 (12.5%)
3 60 4 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 7 0 (0%) 3 (42.8%) 49 1 (2%) 17 (34.7%)
4 64 17 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 20 3 (15%) 9 (45%) 27 0 (0%) 3 (11.1%)
5 64 30 2 (6.7%) 0 (0%) 20 6 (30%) 4 (20%) 14 2 (14.3%) 0 (0%)
6 68 0 0 (—) 0 (—) 12 2 (16.7%) 7 (58.3%) 56 2 (3.6%) 14 (25%)
7 64 4 1 (25%) 0 (0%) 28 12 (42.8%) 6 (21.4%) 32 2 (6.2%) 2 (6.2%)
8 64 2 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 11 2 (18.2%) 5 (45.4%) 51 1 (2%) 8 (15.7%)
9 64 20 3 (15%) 3 (15%) 25 3 (12%) 7 (28%) 19 0 (0%) 3 (15.8%)

10 64 0 0 (—) 0 (—) 4 2 (50%) 0 (0%) 60 4 (6.7%) 4 (6.7%)
11 84 21 7 (33.3%) 0 (0%) 29 15 (51.7%) 0 (0%) 34 4 (11.8%) 0 (0%)
12 72 4 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 9 4 (44.4%) 1 (11.1%) 59 4 (6.8%) 16 (27.1%)
Mean ictal/

total (%)
8.9 7.1 26.0a 26.2b 4.6 14.5

6 SD 611.9% 617.9% 617.2% 620.5% 64.7% 610.7%

aMean percentage is significantly higher in this group (border zone) than among onset electrodes overlying normo- or hypometabolic cortex.
bMean percentage is significantly higher in this group (border zone) than among electrodes with early spread overlying hypometabolic cortex.
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that focal areas of hypometabolism detected by interic-
tal FDG-PET represent epileptic cortex. Our study
demonstrates that ictal electrophysiological changes of-
ten tend to skip or “flow” around truly hypometabolic
areas. This feature of hypometabolic cortex is remark-
ably similar to that of epileptogenic brain lesions (eg,
tumors), where epileptic activity commonly occurs ad-
jacent to the lesion in the surrounding normal-
appearing cortex.18,19

Methodological Issues
The occurrence of an electrode over hypometabolic
versus normometabolic cortex or over their border
zones depends on the location and size of the area des-
ignated as hypometabolic. The size of the region
marked as hypometabolic is determined by the cutoff
threshold applied.9,16 By applying a relatively low
(10%) cutoff threshold, even mild metabolic abnormal-
ities could be detected, and the chance of designating
metabolically abnormal cortex as normometabolic was
minimized. Using a more rigorous criterion (higher
cutoff threshold) for defining hypometabolic regions
would result in smaller areas being designated as met-
abolically abnormal.9,16 This would further lower the
rate of ictally involved electrodes overlying hypometa-
bolic cortex, although the number of adjacent ictal
electrodes would be increased (as a result of the reclas-
sification of some border zone electrodes in the normo-
metabolic group).

Possible errors of localization of metabolic abnormal-
ities versus electrophysiological events could arise from
inaccuracies of PET/MRI coregistration as well as from
MRI/grid electrode coregistration. The maximal mis-
registration error for the procedures that we employed
is 0.5 mm for PET/MRI coregistration15 and 2.7 mm
for MRI/grid coregistration,12 which yields a possible
maximum misregistration error of 3.2 mm. Because
this distance falls below the in-plane resolution of the
PET images, and because it is only one third of the
distance between two adjacent electrodes, electrode
misregistration can be considered as a minimal source
of metabolic misclassification of electrodes in this
study. This is further supported by the fact that in 3
patients in whom electrode locations were determined
directly from MRI with the grid in place (thus misreg-

istration of MRI and the radiograph was not a source
of error), a similar occurrence of electrodes with seizure
involvement was found (ie, low incidence over hypo-
metabolic and normometabolic areas and considerably
higher occurrence over border zones).

Another important issue to be addressed is the inter-
pretation of the ictal subdural EEG data. The complex-
ity of intracranial EEG and the pitfalls of its interpre-
tation are well known.20,21 The region of seizure onset
continues to be the most reliable definition of the ep-
ileptogenic area. Although we defined early ictal spread
to be within the first 10 seconds after onset, the dura-
tion after ictal onset, which should be considered sig-
nificant, remains ambiguous.21 Our policy was to re-
sect cortex giving rise to seizure onset regardless of
hypometabolism on PET, cortex involved in early
spread, or cortex with frequent interictal spiking (data
not shown), although we spared eloquent cortex. Ide-
ally, an electrographic pattern should be considered a
reliable marker of the epileptogenic region only when a
complete resection of the involved cortex correlates
with seizure freedom and incomplete resection leads to
persistent seizures.21 The complete resection of the ep-
ileptogenic region as defined by EEG always resulted in
a good outcome (seizure-free in 8 patients and class II
in 1 patient) in our group, although a poor outcome
could be attributed to incomplete resection of the ep-
ileptic cortex as defined by electrocorticography as a
result of the involvement of eloquent areas. These data
strongly support the contention that epileptogenic ar-
eas as defined by intracranial EEG in our patients were
appropriate for comparison with PET abnormalities.

Possible Underlying Mechanisms of the Findings
Possible explanations of our findings emerge from an-
imal studies on experimental epilepsy. It has been dem-
onstrated that cortical epileptic foci and surrounding
cortical zones display different, and occasionally even
opposite, electrophysiological, metabolic, and neuro-
chemical properties.22–28 Actively spiking epileptic foci
show increased glucose metabolism29 and were shown
to be surrounded by widespread hypometabolic cortex
extending in a dynamic fashion during the transition
from interictal to ictal activity.26 It was also demon-
strated that electrophysiologically hyperexcitable corti-

Fig 2. (A) Surface location of electrodes with seizure onset (yellow), early seizure spread (purple), and no early ictal involvement
(white) compared with the location of underlying areas of hypometabolism (red) in Patient 7, who had a left temporal seizure onset
propagating to the frontal cortex. Electrodes with a black cross were designated as overlying a metabolic border zone. The numbers
represent electrode numbering of the corners of the grid. (B) Electrocorticographic data from one seizure from Patient 7 showing
ictal onset. This electrocorticographic sample demonstrates the buildup of a seizure at the inferior-anterior portion of the grid (with
maximum amplitude at electrodes 17 and 18; arrowhead), which mostly represents electrodes over metabolic border zones. After the
sudden discontinuation of the original ictal activity, high-amplitude semirhythmic activity developed at the superior-anterior corner
of the grid, which later evolved to rhythmic spiking (not shown) eventually involving a larger field. The epileptogenic temporal cor-
tex was removed, but the frontal cortex receiving early spread was not entirely resected because of the proximity of the motor speech
area. After temporary (2 months) seizure freedom, seizures originating from the frontal region recurred.

Š
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cal regions may show normal glucose metabolism in
experimentally induced cortical dysplasias.30 Acutely
induced focal seizure activity, however, is usually asso-
ciated with increased metabolism in the focus and de-

creased metabolism in ipsilateral connected areas.31 In
this model, [14C]2-deoxyglucose uptake was related to
the overall strength of synaptic activity, and reduced
metabolism was found to be associated with decreased
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synaptic activity and tonic hyperpolarization of the
neurons. Such electrophysiological characteristics may
protect these cortical areas from ictal involvement and
can represent a functional disconnection of the focus
from surrounding synaptically connected areas. The
functional isolation of epileptic foci from their sur-
rounding neuronal connections may influence the ex-
citability of this neuronal population and may prevent
self-sustaining synchronized neuronal activity as well,32

as shown by successful suppression of focal epileptic
activity by subpial transections both in animal models33

and in human epilepsy surgery of eloquent cortex.34,35

Based on these observations, one can hypothesize that
hypometabolic cortex without ictal electrophysiological
involvement might represent regions with functional
abnormality that are actually protected from participa-
tion in the seizure activity. This hypothesis is also sup-
ported by recent findings showing a downregulation of
brain-derived neurotrophic factor and other molecules
in areas surrounding the epileptic focus, which likely
represents an inhibitory environment that hampers sei-
zure spread.27,28 This is consistent with our findings
that although both onset and spread were equally rare
over hypometabolic areas, the involvement of normo-
metabolic areas was higher during seizure spread, sug-
gesting that early spread occurs preferentially in
normo- rather than hypometabolic regions. We suggest
that the seizure focus may be inducing the PET meta-
bolic abnormality because reversal of glucose hypome-
tabolism in nonepileptic regions has been observed af-
ter removal of the seizure onset area in postsurgical
follow-up PET studies.36

Clinical Applications of the Findings
Our findings may elucidate several controversies with
regard to the use of FDG-PET in clinical epilepsy and
thus may have important clinical applications. First,
our findings may explain why areas of hypometabolism
can occasionally miss epileptic cortex even though hy-
pometabolism can be present in adjacent cortex that
seems to be normal structurally and electrophysiologi-
cally. Our findings can also provide a feasible explana-
tion for the commonly described discrepancy between
extent of epileptic cortical regions and corresponding
areas of abnormal glucose metabolism.6,7 Furthermore,
these results clearly indicate that the margins of hypo-
metabolic areas and the adjacent normometabolic cor-
tex should be seriously considered as epileptogenic and

should be addressed when subdural electrode place-
ment is applied to capture seizures. Because the cover-
age of the brain surface with invasive electrodes is al-
ways limited spatially, this consideration may help to
avoid sampling error, which is one of the major pitfalls
of invasive EEG monitoring.20

At first glance, the findings of our study might seem
to challenge the clinical usefulness of FDG-PET to de-
tect epileptic areas; in fact, they still represent a strong
spatial relation between epileptic cortex and hypometa-
bolic regions. These findings may contribute to a better
understanding of the functional link between ictal cor-
tical electrophysiological events and the interictal ab-
normalities of brain glucose metabolism observed on
PET scans. This may help to more reliably identify and
eradicate epileptogenic brain regions in one of the most
challenging groups of intractable epilepsies.
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metabolism (electrodes 35 and 43 within the red marked area on the surface picture) were not involved in seizure onset or early
spread.
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